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Did you know that basically every man is curious about prostate pleasure? However this is the last
taboo so they may not feel comfortable talking about that interest. And they may not want to actually
do anything anything about that interest at the moment. However they do want to know more. So
here Dr Erika Thost gives you an easy and relaxed way to get that information for both the men and
the women: how to go about giving him prostate pleasure. We are breaking down the last frontier of
the unspeakable! This book is not about prostate cancer. This book is only about promoting prostate
pleasure and prostate health. If we pay some positive attention to the prostate now, there may be
fewer problems down the line. This book gives you clear and detailed instructions for doing a
prostate massage. It includes answers to all those questions that you were afraid to ask. And you
get this information in an accessible and light-hearted way. And the other reason to pay attention to
the prostate: basically every man has some prostate issues in middle age. And in this book we talk
about ways to promote prostate health by doing prostate massage. The biggest prize goes to those
who are willing to experiment! You will learn about: - How to make it easy for the woman: easy to
learn and easy to do - How you miss out by not doing it - How to make it a turn on for the woman How to do it safely and comfortably - How to keep it clean - Which supplies you need - Why you
want to do this - How it makes the male orgasm better - How to turn him on and get him ready - nice
and slow - How to do this as a quickie Everything you have always wanted to know - all in one place
in a friendly and humorous style. And there is also a chapter on how to do this from a totally different
non-sexual angle: how it works to have a therapeutic prostatic massage by a medical professional
for prostate problems or for preventative care. Dr Erika says to men: If you have any problems,
however minor or major, that are related to prostate problems such as urinary and / or sexual
function, please do not continue to suffer: there are ways for you to feel better. So do take action
now so that you can enjoy life to the fullest! Donâ€™t believe the myth that these issues
automatically come with aging and that there is nothing you can do about them. Find the care that
you need. Fight the good fight for yourself so that you can be at the top of your game and feel that
you have your life back!
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Several friends have tried giving me g-spot massages in the past. Things just didn't work out. After
reading Dr. Thost's book I think ill try again. As I know a bit more of what to ask for /
expect.Recommended!

This is a thorough yet easy read about a sexy health topic. Although written seriously, there is a
playful wit that Dr. Thost interjects to relieve any anxiety the reader might have about prostate
massage. JAD, LMFT

With playful wit, Dr. Thost invites everyone owning a prostate to explore better health and increased
sexy pleasure through easy-to-understand massage techniques. This is a valuable guide and a fun
read!

Clear, concise, easy to understand, Dr. Thost knows her topic and communicates it in a way that's
interesting and funny.

Finally a book out for men that hits the spot. Well regarded doctor who specializes in and cares
about men's sexual health. A must read.

Informative and clear- who knew that it is not only pleasurable but actually healthy too!

Dr. Thost really knows her stuff....easy to read yet deep in the science !

Inspiring and practical!
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